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Unit Overview
Voices, music, and sound effects can be used to evoke emotion and tell

Unit Length

a story. To maximize sound’s potential for communication, it helps to

10 50-minute sessions

know about the underlying science. What is sound, and what are its
properties? How does it travel from its origin to our ears?
In this unit, the goal of producing the best possible audio component
for a media project serves as the context for learning about sound waves
and about mechanical waves in general. Students dissect speakers to
learn how sound is produced. They measure the speed of sound and
explore how sound and other waves interact with their environments.
Through investigations of waves in water and in a Slinky®*, students
learn how sound waves propagate. Finally, they apply what they have
learned to the creation of a sound effect and write an article about a
topic related to audio production.

Unit Project Description
Students apply what they have learned about sound and waves to complete two
projects:
•

•

A sound effect created with sound editing software, with a written
explanation of how wave properties, such as amplitude and frequency,
were manipulated to produce the sound effect.
An illustrated article explaining a topic in audio production in terms of
the properties and behavior of waves, such as reflection, diffraction, and
interference.

* Slinky® is a registered trademark of POOF-Slinky, Inc.
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Assessment
Unit activities can serve as formative assessment tools. Use student work to
gather information about students’ progress and to identify concepts or skills to
reinforce within your instructional practice. The following are particularly useful
for formative assessment:
•
•

Handout 6: Where Does Sound Go? (Activity 2A)
Handout 9: Measuring the Speed of Sound (Activity 2B)

This unit allows students to demonstrate their learning through authentic and
relevant applications. This unit’s summative assessment includes the following:
•
•

A sound effect, produced using a sound editing program, and a short
explanation, in scientific terms, of how the effect was created
A short article with appropriately labeled diagrams explaining the
science underlying a topic related to audio production.

The unit’s Assessment Checklists provide criteria for assessment and a suggested
weight for each. If you wish to use a rubric, work with same-grade-level or
subject-area teachers to develop a tool that is consistent with your school’s
assessment system.

Framing Questions
•
•

How are sound waves produced, and how do they travel?
How can I make use of my knowledge about sound waves when
creating the audio component of my media and digital design projects?

Understandings
•
•
•

Sound is a mechanical wave, produced by a vibrating object, that can be
described in terms of its frequency, velocity, and amplitude.
Sound waves interact with the environment in numerous ways,
including reflection, absorption, and diffraction.
An understanding of the science of sound is essential for many careers in
the field of audio production.
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Where the Unit Fits In
This unit should follow a unit or lesson on simple harmonic motion, if that topic
is being taught in your science course.

Integration with Foundations Courses
This unit integrates physics content and career and technical education (CTE)
knowledge and skills. It can be taught before, at the same time as, or after the
related units in Foundations in Media and Digital Design: Audio and Video.
Unit 1: Using Sound to Tell Stories. Students create audio stories targeted
at teenagers, telling the story through recorded sound, including interviews,
ambient sound, and narration. Discuss with the Foundations in Media and
Digital Design course teacher the possibility of integrating Using Sound to Tell
Stories with Part 3 of Acoustics: The Science of Sound:
•

•

Students can use their Sound Scavenger Hunt recordings from Unit
1 during Activity 3A.1 of this unit, in which they use sound editing
software to look at the waveforms of various sound samples.
In Activity 3A.2 of this unit, students can create a sound effect for the
audio story they produce in Unit 1.

In Activity 3B of this unit, students use the physics they have learned to explain
topics related to audio production. Topics are listed in Handout 16: Acoustipedia
Topics, but the Foundations in Media and Digital Design course teacher may
have ideas for additional topics to include.
Unit 2: Telling Stories with Moving Images. Students explore the power of the
moving image as a medium for telling stories. For their unit projects, students
create a three- to five-minute video story that illustrates a strength of their
community or a challenge that it faces, using their audio production skills to
create soundtracks for their community stories. Discuss with the Foundations in
Media and Digital Design course teacher the possibility of having students create
a sound effect for this soundtrack during Activity 3A.2 of this physics unit.

Multi-Disciplinary Teams
Use the following integrated units and integration suggestions for a school- or
pathway-wide multi-disciplinary project.
Functions and Sound (Algebra 2, Trigonometry, Pre-Calculus). Students
investigate and compare functions and the equations and graphs that represent
them, including the trigonometric functions that model sound waves.
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Everyone Has a Story (English Language Arts). Students learn to write about
themselves by first analyzing audio stories and excerpts from published memoirs
and then developing their own short memoirs about an incident they have never
forgotten. They examine how writers apply literary techniques, such as narrative
arc, point of view, characterization, and figurative and sensory language, to
narrate true stories that enlighten, amuse, and emotionally move their readers.
Podcasting the Past (U.S. History). Students conduct independent research to
uncover the history of their communities. They create podcasts for walking tours,
with interviews and narration to explain the historical significance of each stop
on the way.
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Table of Activities
Part 1: What Is Sound? (2 sessions)
Students begin their explorations of waves and sound with demonstrations and activities intended to
stimulate curiosity and generate questions about sound.
Activity 1A: Sounds All Around (1 session)
Students are introduced to the unit and the unit project.
Activity 1B: Sound—From Production to Perception (1 session)
Students “dissect” and experiment with a speaker to see firsthand how these devices convert electrical
impulses into physical vibrations, and they learn how these vibrations are perceived by the ear.

Part 2: Exploring Waves (5 sessions)
Students explore the properties of waves, such as wavelength, frequency, amplitude, and speed, and
behaviors of waves, such as reflection, diffraction, and interference.
Activity 2A: Where Does Sound Go? (1 session)
Students investigate the behavior of water waves as a model for the behavior of sound waves.
They share their observations about waves and learn the scientific terms to use to describe these
observations. They consider how these behaviors influence the placement of audio equipment and the
design of recording studios and live performance venues.
Activity 2B: The Speed of Sound (2 sessions)
Students learn what factors affect the speed of sound and conduct an investigation in which they
measure the speed of sound in air.
Activity 2C: Making Waves (2 sessions)
Students use Slinkys to explore the properties of mechanical waves, creating and observing both
longitudinal and transverse waves. Students learn how to use the equation that quantifies the
relationship between frequency, wavelength, and wave speed.
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Part 3: Acoustics in Action (3 sessions)
Students use sound editing software and their knowledge of sound waves to create a sound effect. They
apply what they have learned in this unit by writing an article for a classwide Acoustipedia.
Activity 3A: Sound Editing Software (1.5 sessions)
3A.1:
Seeing Sound Waves

Students use sound editing software to explore the relationship
between a wave’s properties and how the wave sounds.

3A.2:
A Sound of Your Own

Students use a sound editing program to produce a sound effect for
a media and digital design project. They write a concise explanation,
in scientific terms, of how they manipulated wave properties to
produce this effect.

Activity 3B: The Science of Sound (1.5 sessions)
Students write articles, with labeled illustrations, on topics related to sound and audio production.
Students’ articles are combined into a mini-encyclopedia, the Acoustipedia, that all students can refer to
when working on media and digital design projects.
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Advance Preparation
•

•

•

•
•

Web sites recommended for in-class or student use throughout the unit
are listed in Media & Resources. These Web sites have been checked for
availability and for inappropriate content. However, because Web site
policies and content change frequently, we suggest that you preview
the sites shortly before using them. Address any issues, such as firewalls
and filtering software, related to accessing these sites from within your
school.
Begin collecting speakers for Activity 1B (from computers, home theater
systems, stereos, electronic toys, etc.). See Appendix A: Sources for
Speakers for suggested sources.
Activity 3A requires students to use sound editing software during class.
Reserve a computer lab and install sound editing software (such as the
freely available program Audacity) on all computers. You can test that
the software is correctly installed by playing some of the sound files for
Activity 3A.1. (See Media & Resources for instructions on using Audacity
to perform common sound editing tasks.)
For Activity 3B, students will need computers with Internet access.
Ideally, each student will have his or her own computer.
The final project, the Acoustipedia article, is a challenging one. Students
are unlikely to find information sources that cover their topics from the
perspective required by the assignment. Rather, they will need to apply
the physics they have learned in order to synthesize an explanation of
their topic.
• Look over the project requirements (Assessment Checklist 2:
Acoustipedia Article) and list of topics (Handout 16: Acoustipedia
Topics) well in advance and decide whether your students need
additional time or additional structure beyond what is described in
the unit. For example, you may want to require students to submit
an outline or a draft to you or you may want to collaborate with an
English language arts teacher.
• For an overview of many of the Acoustipedia topics, see the
“Sound and Hearing” section of the Web site HyperPhysics (http://
hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/HFrame.html). The subsections
on auditorium acoustics and sound reproduction are particularly
helpful, since they contain information unlikely to be found in a
high school physics textbook.
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Part 1: What Is Sound?
Students begin their explorations of waves and sound with demonstrations and
activities intended to stimulate curiosity and generate questions about sound.

Length
2 50-minute sessions

Advance Preparation
•

•

Before Activity 1A:
•
Preview the Sounds All Around video clips. (See Media & Resources
for links to the clips.)
• Test the tuning fork demonstration. Strike the tuning fork and insert
the prongs into the bowl of water. If water splashes are not easily
visible, try striking the tuning fork more forcefully. If the splashes
still aren’t visible, try a different tuning fork. Larger and higherquality tuning forks generally produce more splashing.
•
Decide whether to replace any of the demonstrations in the video
(such as the bell in a vacuum jar) with a live demonstration or
whether to perform other sound demonstrations and gather any
needed materials.
Preview the Sound as Touch audio clip from 4:39 until 6:53. (See
Media & Resources for a link to this clip.) The clip describes how the
vibrations that carry sound set off a series of electrochemical reactions
that stimulate neural pathways linked to emotion and memory. Decide
whether you want to play the clip for your students, and if so, whether
to play it at the end of Activity 1A or during the discussion of how sound
is perceived in Activity 1B. Note that if any of your students are taking
Foundations in Media and Digital Design, they may have already heard
this clip.
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Activity 1A: Sounds All Around
Students are introduced to the unit and the unit project. They observe live
(teacher-performed) or video demonstrations of interesting sound phenomena,
and generate questions about sound.

Understandings
•
•
•

Sound is produced by vibrating objects.
Sounds need a medium (for example, air, water, or rock) to travel
through.
Learning about the science of sound can help you create better
soundtracks for media projects.

Materials Needed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tuning fork
Bowl of water
Handout 1: Sounds All Around
Optional: Materials for any demonstration(s) you will perform
Sounds All Around video clips (see Advance Preparation)
Computer with projector, Internet access, and speakers
Handout 2: Unit Overview
Optional: Sound as Touch audio clip, 4:39–6:53 (See Media & Resources)

1. Introduce the topic of the unit.
Explain that the class is beginning a unit on sound and waves with some live or
video demonstrations related to sound. Ask students:
•
•

What do you already know about sound?
Have you ever heard sound described as a wave? If so, what does that
mean to you?

Strike the tuning fork and immerse the tips of the tines in the bowl of water.
Discuss the demonstration, using the following questions:
•
•
•

What do you see?
What does this demonstration tell you about sound?
Does this demonstration raise any questions about sound?

Record students’ responses on chart paper.
2. Distribute Handout 1: Sounds All Around.
Explain that students will use this handout to record their observations,
comments, and questions about a variety of demonstrations related to sound.
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3. Optional: Perform one or more sound demonstrations.
Perform one or more of the demonstrations included in the video, or other
demonstrations on the topic of sound. Have students answer the questions from
Handout 1 for each demonstration.
4. Show Sounds All Around video clips.
Explain to students that they will see the video clips twice, to give them enough
time to record their observations of and questions about sound on Handout 1.
Show the clips twice and give students a few minutes to complete the handout.
5. Discuss observations and questions.
For each demonstration performed by you or in the video, ask a few students
to share their answers to the questions on Handout 1. Record on chart paper
any information about the nature of sound and any questions provoked by the
video clips. Save this chart paper and let students know that they will return to
these questions later in the unit.

Teacher’s Notes: Sound Misinformation
When your students share their ideas about what the video clips
tell them about sound, it’s possible that they may draw conclusions
that are scientifically inaccurate. Record on chart paper all student
responses and then revisit this record throughout the unit as you
confirm or disprove these ideas.

6. Introduce the unit and distribute Handout 2: Unit Overview.
Distribute the handout and give students time to read it. Describe the projects
that students will work on during this unit.
If your students are taking or have taken Foundations in Media and Digital
Design, ask them to share any challenges they have faced in creating the audio
component of their media and digital design projects. What would they like to
know about sound that would help them in future projects?
If time permits, you may want to have students listen to the audio story Sound
as Touch. Explain that the story will encourage them to think about how we
perceive sound, which they will learn about in the next session.
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 1:

Sounds All Around
The clips in this video show some of the interesting ways that sound behaves. For each clip, describe what
you observed. Then describe one thing the clip tells you about sound or something that the clip makes
you wonder about sound.

Clip Description

What did you observe?

What does the clip tell you about
sound? or What do you wonder about
sound?

Bell in vacuum jar
In space, there is no medium for sound
to travel through, so, although science
fiction movies usually show otherwise,
an observer would not hear a spaceship
go by.

Spaceship

Horn or whistle
from a moving
vehicle

Tree falling

Wine glass
shattering

Lightning and
thunder

Mosquito tone

Orchestra
tuning up

Echo
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 2:

Unit Overview
Voices, music, and other sounds can enhance your media and digital design projects by evoking
emotion, establishing a setting, helping to develop characters, and moving the plot along.
Whether you are recording sound for a radio, television, or film production, working in a
music recording studio, or setting up the sound system for a live concert or a campaign speech,
understanding the science of sound will help you do your job better and get better results.
Imagine . . .
. . . an interview that captures the nuances of the speaker’s voice
. . . a recorded song where every voice and instrument meld together seamlessly
. . . sound effects for a movie that make you feel like you are in the middle of the action
. . . a live concert in which everyone can hear the performers’ music as it was meant to be heard
A good understanding of the science of sound—which is also known as acoustics—can help you
choose and set up audio equipment for any recording task. You’ll know what causes feedback,
and how you can set up equipment to avoid it; what happens when speakers are out of phase,
and how you might you fix them; and what microphones are best for recording interviews
versus recording music.
In this unit, you will learn about sound by conducting hands-on investigations, using sound
editing software, and exploring computer simulations of waves.
Your work in this unit will revolve around the following questions:
•

How are sound waves produced, and how do they travel?

•

How can I make use of my knowledge about sound waves when creating the audio
component of my media and digital design projects?

Unit Project
You will create a sound effect by using sound editing software to manipulate sound waves and then
write an explanation of what you did in terms of wave properties, such as frequency and amplitude. You
will collaborate with classmates in the production of a mini-encyclopedia, the Acoustipedia; each student
will write an illustrated article explaining a topic in audio production in terms of the properties and
behavior of waves (such as reflection, diffraction, and interference) and will revise the article based on
feedback from other students.
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

What You Will Do in This Unit
Explore mechanical waves. Create waves in water and with a Slinky and observe how these waves
behave.
Look at and create sound waves. Use sound editing software to “see” sound waves on the computer
screen and observe the characteristics that make one sound different from another. Create or manipulate
sound waves to produce a sound effect.
Share what you have learned. Write an article for the class Acoustipedia about the science behind a topic
in the field of audio production.

Vocabulary Used in This Unit
Acoustics: The branch of physics dealing with sound. (Also, the characteristics of a physical space that
determine the fidelity and audibility of sound transmitted there.)
Frequency: The number of wavelengths that pass a given location during a unit of time. Usually
measured in cycles/second (also called Hertz).
Wave: A disturbance that carries energy, but not matter, from one place to another. The disturbance may
be mechanical or electromagnetic. Mechanical waves, such as ocean waves, sound waves, and seismic
waves (earthquakes), must travel through a medium, such as water, air, or earth, and gradually lose
energy to that medium as they travel.
Wavelength: The length of one complete cycle of a wave; the distance from a point on one wave to the
same point on the next wave. Often represented using the Greek letter lambda (λ).
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Activity 1B:
Sound—From Production to Perception
Students experiment with and “dissect” a speaker to see firsthand how these
devices convert electrical impulses into physical vibrations. This provides a
concrete example of the fact that vibrating objects produce sound, and also
demonstrates the relationship between wave amplitude and sound volume.

Understandings
•
•

Sounds are produced by vibrating objects.
The ear converts the vibration of air molecules into a signal to the brain.

Materials Needed
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Optional: Functioning speaker
Speakers to take apart (1 per team—see Advance Preparation for the
unit)
Handout 3: Anatomy of a Speaker
Materials for dissecting speakers:
• Safety goggles (1 pair per student)
• Small screwdrivers in a variety of sizes (several per team)
• Scissors (1 pair per team)
• Craft knife or utility knife (1 per team)
• Wire cutters/strippers (1 per team)
• Alligator clip cables (2 per team)
• 9-volt battery (1 per team)
• Voltmeter, ammeter, or multimeter (1 per team)
Handout 4: From There to Ear
Handout 5: Playing the Eardrum
Optional: Audio clip, Sound as Touch, 4:39–6:53 (see Advance
Preparation)
Optional: Computer with Internet access and speakers
Students’ completed copies of Handout 1
Chart paper from Activity 1A with questions and observations about
sound
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1. Introduce the activity.
Explain that learning about how speakers work will help students understand
sound and, since the soundtrack for any media project reaches the audience
through speakers, can help them create better soundtracks. Ask students:
•

What do you already know about how speakers work?

If you have a functioning speaker available, you can ask a few students to put
their hands on it while you play a loud, low-frequency sound and have them
describe what they feel to their classmates. Otherwise, ask students:
•

Have you touched a speaker while it was in use or stood next to a large
speaker at a concert? If so, what did you feel? What do you think caused
this sensation?

2. Have students perform the “dissection.”
Distribute Handout 3: Anatomy of a Speaker and divide the class into teams of
two to four students. (Base team sizes on the number of speakers for dissection
you were able to obtain.) Have students work in teams to complete the steps
described in the handout and answer the questions.
3. Share results.
Discuss the questions from Handout 3 and ask students to share their
observations. See how much students were able to figure out about how the
speaker works and then fill in any details.

Teacher’s Notes: How Speakers Work
When an electric current is applied to the voice coil, the coil becomes
an electromagnet. Depending on the direction of the current, the coil
is either attracted to or repelled by the permanent magnet. Since the
cone is connected to the voice coil, it moves in when the coil moves
in and moves out when the coil moves out. The moving cone pushes
against adjacent air molecules. Handouts 4 and 5 explain more about
what happens once these molecules are in motion.
A simple speaker can be used in reverse as a microphone. If you have
ever used a simple intercom or walkie-talkie that doesn’t let you talk
and listen at the same time, it’s because it was constructed with one
device to serve as both the microphone and the speaker.
For further detail about how speakers and microphones work, see
Additional Resources for Teachers.
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4. Explain how sound travels to the ear.
Distribute Handout 4: From There to Ear and Handout 5: Playing the Eardrum.
Explain that any source of sound, such as a tuning fork, a loudspeaker, or a
musical instrument, vibrates. This causes vibrations in whatever separates the
vibrating object from our ears—usually air, but vibrations can pass through solids
and liquids as well. If the vibrations are strong enough to travel to our ears, and
if the rate of vibration is within the range our ears are sensitive to, our ears turn
that vibration into a signal that our brains perceive as sound.
Note: If you have time and wish to cover the topic of sound perception
in more detail, play the audio clip from Sound as Touch.

Teacher’s Notes: Radio Waves and Sound Waves
This session may be a good opportunity to correct a common
misconception among students, which is that radio waves and sound
waves are the same thing.
•

•

Sound waves are mechanical waves—molecules vibrating back and
forth, causing the adjacent molecules to move back and forth, and
so on. Sound waves make our eardrums vibrate, which is why we
can hear sound.
Radio waves are a type of electromagnetic wave, like light. Unlike
mechanical waves, radio waves and other electromagnetic waves
do not need a medium to travel through—they can travel through
a vacuum. Since our ears are sensitive to molecules moving back
and forth and radio waves do not make molecules move back and
forth, we cannot hear radio waves.

You may want to show again, or just refer back to, the video clip of
the bell in the vacuum jar. When there was no air in the jar, no sound
waves could travel from the bell to observers’ ears. But the fact that
the bell could still be seen demonstrates that electromagnetic waves
such as light waves could travel to and from the bell, even through the
vacuum.
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5. Discuss connections to the Sounds All Around video clips.
Ask students to apply what they’ve learned to the Sounds All Around video clips
and the questions they noted on Handout 1 and the chart paper from Activity
1A. What parts of the video could the activities you did in this session help
explain? You may want to prompt them to think about these clips in particular:
1. Bell in a vacuum jar, spaceship
Possible answer: If sound travels by air molecules bumping into each
other, then sound can’t travel where there are no molecules.
2. Wine glass shattering
Possible answer: The vibrating air molecules make the glass vibrate so
forcefully that it breaks.
3. Orchestra tuning up
Possible answer: Musical instruments produce sound by making the air
vibrate.
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 3:

Anatomy of a Speaker
A microphone takes sound and converts it into an electrical signal that can be stored for later playback. A
speaker takes this electrical signal and converts it back into sound. Learn more about how this works and
exactly what sound is by “dissecting” a speaker.

Background Information
Speaker is short for loudspeaker. A loudspeaker consists of some kind of cabinet or enclosure with one or
more drivers inside, along with any electronics needed to process the incoming electrical signal. A driver
is the part of the speaker that converts the electrical signal into physical vibrations.

Loudspeaker with cover removed to show two drivers inside.
Speakers work because they receive electrical signals from a computer, television, or other sound system
component. In this activity, since the speakers being dissected are no longer connected to one of these
systems, you will use a battery to provide the electrical signal. While a sound system sends a signal
consisting of a varying electrical voltage, the battery can only send a very simple signal—it’s either on or
off!—so there won’t be much variety in the sounds produced during this investigation.

Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety goggles
Small screwdrivers in a variety of sizes
Scissors
Craft knife or utility knife
Wire cutters/strippers
2 alligator clip cables
9-volt battery
Voltmeter, ammeter, or multimeter

Procedure
Note: Try to do as little damage as possible to the speaker at each stage, so that it continues
to function throughout as much of the procedure as possible.
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY
1. Put on your safety goggles.
You may need to pry the speaker apart using a screwdriver, and pieces of the speaker may go flying
through the air. Even if your team is not prying apart the speaker, other teams may be, and the flying
pieces can travel several feet.
2. Remove the driver.
What needs to be done to expose the driver varies widely from speaker to speaker. Here are some
general guidelines:
•

•

Most speakers have some kind of mesh or grill cover on the front. Try to remove this.
• If this cover is screwed on, remove the screws and lift the cover off.
• If there are no visible screws, you may be able to pry the cover off with a screwdriver.
• A mesh cover can be cut away with scissors or a knife.
Once the cover has been removed, you will see the front of the driver.
• If the driver is held in place with screws, unscrew them and carefully remove the driver.
• If there are no visible screws, see if you can simply lift the driver out.
• If you are not able to remove the driver from the front of the speaker, you will need to
take apart the speaker cabinet. Look for small screws on the front and back. If there are no
screws, or if removing the screws does not enable you to open the cabinet, you may need to
pry the cabinet apart with a screwdriver. Once the cabinet is open, remove the driver.

If you are unable to remove the driver, you should still try to complete as much as possible of the
remaining steps.

A loudspeaker driver that has been removed from its cabinet.
Image by Richard Wheeler (Zephyris), licensed under Creative Commons
Attribution ShareAlike 3.0

3. Disconnect the driver wiring from the rest of the speaker and connect it to the battery.
Two wires connect the underside of the speaker cone to the inside of the speaker cabinet. (Any other
wires can be cut and then ignored.)
•

•

The wires leading from the cone may be connected to the rest of the speaker by small plugs. If
this is the case, unplug the wires, and attach an alligator clip cable to each plug remaining on the
driver.
If the wires leading from the cone cannot be unplugged, use wire cutters/strippers to cut the
wires. Then strip some insulation off the ends of the wires and attach an alligator clip cable to
the end of each wire. Attach the free end of one alligator clip to one battery terminal.
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Basket

Spider
Cone

Magnet

Dust Cap

Voice Coil

Surround

Parts of a driver

Touch the free end of the other alligator clip to the other battery terminal to complete the circuit. Try
this repeatedly and answer the following questions:
•
•
•

What do you hear?
What does the cone do?
What do you see and hear if you connect the wires to the opposite terminals of the battery?

Leave the alligator cables attached to the driver, and leave one alligator clip attached to the battery.
4. Expose the spider and voice coil.
Use a craft knife or utility knife to remove part of the cone by cutting halfway around the surround and
then across the cone and dust cap. (Remove the half of the cone that does not have wires attached to it.)
Again, use the free end of the alligator clip cable to complete the circuit with the battery.
•
•
•

What do you hear?
What parts of the driver move?
What changes if you connect the alligator clip cables to the opposite terminals of the battery?

Use the knife to remove half the spider. Again, connect the free end of the alligator clip cable to the
battery. Look for the voice coil (a coil of very fine copper wire).
•

When you complete the circuit with the battery, what does the voice coil do?

5. See what you can determine about how a speaker works.
•
•

Based on your observations, what have you figured out about how a speaker works?
What questions about how a speaker works do you still have?

6. Connect the speaker wires to a voltmeter or ammeter.
Movement of the needle on a voltmeter or ammeter indicates that electricity is flowing.
• Move the cone in and out with your fingers. How does the meter respond?
• Can you make the cone move by blowing on it or shouting near it?
• Given your observations, what ideas do you have about how microphones work?
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 4:

From There to Ear
Any source of sound, such as a tuning fork, a loudspeaker, or a musical instrument, vibrates. This causes
vibrations in whatever separates the vibrating object from our ears—usually air, but vibrations can pass
through solids and liquids as well. If the vibrations are strong enough to travel to our ears, and if the rate
of vibration is within the range our ears are sensitive to, our ears turn that vibration into a signal that
our brains perceive as sound.

In the absence of sound, the air
molecules between the speaker and
the ear are spread out evenly.

Compression

In response to an electrical signal,
the speaker cone moves to the right,
hitting the nearby air molecules and
resulting in a region of compressed
air.

Compression
Rarefaction

The air molecules bump into other
molecules, and so on, resulting in a
region of compression that moves
away from the speaker. Meanwhile,
as the speaker cone moves to the left,
a region of lower air pressure, called
a rarefaction, forms.

Compression
Rarefaction

Compression

Rarefaction
The speaker cone continues to move
in and out, creating alternating
regions of compression and
rarefaction that travel to a listener’s
ear.
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 5:

Playing the Eardrum
When you listen to sound from a speaker, vibrations travel this path to your ear:
diaphragm of the speaker
air molecules between you and the speaker
air molecules in your auditory canal
eardrum (tympanic membrane)
tiny bones in the middle ear
fluid in the cochlea
tiny hairs in the fluid

The motion of these hairs results in an electrical signal being sent along the auditory nerve to your brain.

Bones of the
middle ear

Auditory
nerve

Cochlea

Auditory
canal

Ear drum
Loud sounds can damage the tiny
hairs in the cochlea, resulting in
permanent hearing loss. The volume
at which damage occurs is much
lower than the volume at which a
listener feels pain.

Credit: Chittka L, Brockmann; Creative Commons Attribution Generic 2.5
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Part 2: Exploring Waves
Students explore the properties of waves, such as wavelength, frequency,
amplitude, and speed, and behaviors of waves, such as reflection, diffraction,
and interference.

Length
5 50-minute sessions

Advance Preparation
•
•

•

For Activity 2A, download the slide presentation “Where Does Sound
Go?” (See Media & Resources.)
For Activity 2B:
• Find a large vertical wall on the outside of your school building
and test the production of echoes required in order to complete
Handout 9: Measuring the Speed of Sound.
• Obtain blocks of wood to use for making a clapping sound.
• Procure 25–50-foot tape measures, which will make the
measurement process easier and faster.
• Download the slide presentation “How Sound Travels Through
Different Media.” (See Media & Resources.)
For Activity 2C, preview the animations of superposition and standing
waves and choose which one(s) to show your students. (See Media &
Resources.)
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Activity 2A: Where Does Sound Go?
As a model for the behavior of sound waves in an enclosed space, students
investigate the behavior of water waves in a ripple tank. They consider
how these behaviors influence the placement of audio equipment, such
as microphones and speakers, and the design of recording studios and live
performance venues.

Understandings
•
•

Characteristic behaviors of waves include reflection, interference, and
diffraction.
A periodic wave can be described by its frequency, wavelength, and
amplitude.

Materials Needed
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Students’ copies of Handout 4
Slide presentation “Where Does Sound Go?” (see Advance Preparation)
Computer with projector and Internet access
Handout 6: Where Does Sound Go?
Handout 7: Water Waves Exploration
Materials for the investigations (for each team of 3 to 4 students):
• Ripple tank (such as an 8 x 8 clear Pyrex® baking dish)
• Pencil with eraser
• Blocks of various sizes, small enough to fit in the ripple tank
Handout 8: Properties of Waves
Chart paper of questions from Activity 1A
Students’ completed copies of Handout 1

1. Introduce the activity.
Ask students to look at their copies of Handout 4. Point out that the simplified
illustration shows sound waves traveling from the speaker to the ear, but going
nowhere else. Show students the first slide from “Where Does Sound Go?” and
explain that in general, sound waves move out in all directions from their source
until they reach boundaries. Waves then interact with these boundaries in a
variety of ways. Understanding these interactions can help you make decisions
about microphone and speaker placement, thereby helping you create the best
possible soundtrack for media projects.
Distribute Handout 6: Where Does Sound Go? Ask:
•
•

What in the room is producing sound?
In what directions will the sound waves travel?
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•
•

What will happen when the sound waves reach obstacles or walls?
What will the listeners at points A, B, C, and D hear?

Ask students to draw their predictions for the behavior of the sound waves. Will
the sound waves reach all four listeners?
Note: Handout 6 provides a useful opportunity for formative assessment.
Ask students:
•

Have you ever observed anything that resembles the pattern shown on
the slide?
Answer: A pattern like this is produced when something is dropped
into a body of water. Ripples move outward from the disturbance in the
center.

Explain that to learn more about how sound waves interact with their
environment, and to be able to make a better prediction about how the
sound waves in Handout 6 behave, they will use water in a shallow container
as a model for sound in an enclosed space. Water waves don’t behave exactly
the same way that sound waves do, but there are enough similarities that
investigating one can help us understand the other.
2. Have students perform the investigations.
Distribute Handout 7: Water Waves Exploration. Have students work in
teams to complete the investigations. Explain that in addition to the specific
investigations listed in the handout, students should try any other setups needed
to help them test the predictions they recorded on Handout 6.
3. Discuss observations and introduce scientific terms.
After students have completed the investigations described in Handout 7,
explain that there are scientific terms for the parts of the waves they created and
for the way these waves interacted with each other and with their environment.
Distribute Handout 8: Properties of Waves, on which students can record the
meanings of these terms. Draw an unlabeled sine wave on the board.
Have a few students share their responses to each question on Handout 7. As
students share their observations, introduce the corresponding scientific term.
For example, if a student says that some of the waves were higher or taller than
others, introduce the term amplitude and label the amplitude on the sine wave
you’ve drawn on the board. When a student describes a ripple bouncing off the
edge of the tray, tell students that this behavior is called reflection.
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y
Amplitude

Crest

x
Wavelength

Trough

Through this discussion, the following terms should be defined:
Parts/properties of a wave:
•
•
•
•
•

crest
trough
amplitude
wavelength
frequency

Wave behaviors:
•
•
•

reflection
diffraction
interference

When discussing reflection, show the first slide from “Where Does Sound Go?”
again. Explain that there are many other ways to draw waves. One way is to
draw the wave fronts, using lives to show the location of the wave crests as
viewed from above.
Show the second slide from “Where Does Sound Go?” and explain that another
way to draw waves is a ray diagram. Rays are lines perpendicular to the
wavefronts. They show the direction in which the wave is travelling.
Show the third slide, and explain that just looking at a single ray makes it easier
to predict where a reflected wave will go.
Show the fourth slide. Introduce and define the terms angle of incidence and
angle of reflection. Explain that this principle is essential for figuring out how
sound waves—whether from a loudspeaker, musical instrument, or voice—travel
in an auditorium or recording studio.
Note: The relationship between the angle of incidence and the angle
of reflection is difficult to observe in a ripple tank. Ideally, students
will have the opportunity to experience this directly (it is fairly easy
to see using laser pointers and mirrors) during a subsequent unit on
electromagnetic waves.
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Teacher’s Notes: Sound Waves and Polarization
A widespread piece of misinformation about sound waves is that
they are always longitudinal waves and that therefore polarization
of sound waves does not occur. Though it is true that sound is always
a longitudinal wave in gases and liquids, in solids, sound can travel
as both a longitudinal wave and as a transverse wave. In such cases,
polarization (a phenomenon that occurs only in transverse waves) can
occur.

4. Have students revise their predictions on Handout 6.
Ask students to look again at Handout 6 and to use the bottom half of the
handout to draw their revised predictions of how sound waves would behave,
based on what they learned during their investigations and the class discussion.
Ask for a few students to share their drawings and explain their predictions.
Note: The fifth slide in “Where Does Sound Go?” can be projected
onto the board rather than a screen, so that students can share their
predictions by drawing over the projected image from the slide.
Show students the final slides in “Where Does Sound Go?” Explain that the slides
show approximations of how the waves will behave. In reality, the waves will
reflect off the walls many times, creating a very complicated pattern.
5. Discuss connections to the Sounds All Around video clips.
Refer to the chart paper from Activity 1A and to students’ completed copies of
Handout 1. Ask students:
•

Does what you learned today help answer any of these questions?
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 6:

Where Does Sound Go?
Where will the sound waves go? Will they reach listeners at locations A, B, C, and D? Draw your prediction.

Speaker

D
Column

C
Performer

Column

Speaker

After you have investigated the behavior of water waves, draw your revised prediction of how the sound
waves in this room will behave.

Speaker

D
Column

C
Performer

Column

Speaker
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 7:

Water Waves Exploration
In this investigation, you will create waves in water and observe how these waves interact with each
other and with their environment. You will then use what you have learned to predict how sound waves
will behave in an enclosed space.

Materials
•
•
•

Ripple tanks (such as an 8 x 8 clear Pyrex® baking dish)
Pencil with an eraser
Blocks of various sizes, small enough to fit in the ripple tank

1. Circular Pulses
A. Make a ripple in the water by poking the surface with the eraser end of a pencil. This singular
disturbance is called a pulse. Describe (in words) and draw what you observe. Add arrows to your
drawing showing the direction of movement. How does what you see change over time?
B.

Create another pulse with the eraser. What happens when the ripple reaches the sides of the tank?
Describe and draw what you observe. Does the ripple reach all sides of the tank at the same time?
Why or why not?

C.

Make two pulses by poking the surface of the water in two different locations at the same time.
Describe and draw what you observe. How do the height and depth of the ripples change when two
ripples meet each other? Draw another picture showing what the waves would look like from the
side (imagining that you can see through the side of the tank).

2. Circular Periodic Wave
Periodic waves can be created by repeatedly poking the surface of the water in the same location at a
constant pace.
A. Make two circular periodic waves by repeatedly poking the surface of the water in two different
locations at the same time. Describe and draw what you observe.
B.

Place one of the blocks in the ripple tank. (You will probably need to hold it down to keep it from
floating away.) Create a periodic wave. What happens when the wave reaches the block? Draw what
you see.

C.

Position two of the blocks so that there is a small gap between them. Create another periodic wave.
What happens when the wave reaches the gap? Change the size of the gap and see how that affects
the behavior of the wave. Describe and draw what you see.

3. Refining Your Prediction
In addition to the specific steps listed in this handout, try any other setups needed to help test your
predictions on Handout 6.
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 8:

Properties of Waves
Label the following parts and properties of the wave: wavelength, amplitude, crest, and trough.

Use the space below to take notes or make sketches of the following parts, properties, and behaviors
of waves.
Parts/properties of a wave:
•
•
•
•

crest
trough
amplitude
wavelength

Wave behaviors:
•
•
•

reflection
diffraction
interference
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Activity 2B: The Speed of Sound
Students collect distance and time data for an echo and use this data to calculate
the speed of sound in air.

Understandings
•
•

Sound takes time to travel from one location to another.
Sound travels differently in different media.

Materials
•
•

•
•

Handout 9: Measuring the Speed of Sound
Materials for the procedure on Handout 9:
• 2 wooden blocks (one set for the whole class as a demonstration, or
one set per team of 3 to 4 students if teams will work separately)
• Stopwatch (1 per team)
• Tape measure (1 per team—see Advance Preparation)
Slide presentation “How Sound Travels Through Different Media”
(See Advance Preparation)
Computer with projector and Internet access

1. Introduce the idea that sound takes time to travel and discuss examples.
Remind students that in the previous session, they learned about the paths that
sound waves travel in an environment. Explain that people who design and
equip performance and recording venues need to take into account not only
the path traveled by the sound waves, but also how fast the sound waves travel.
Explain that in today’s session students will measure the speed of sound.
2. Ask students if they have observed any situations in which sound took a
noticeable amount of time to travel.
If students have trouble coming up with examples, you might suggest the
following:
•
•
•

Many students will have heard echoes, though they may not make the
connection that this phenomenon results from the travel time of sound.
Students who are seriously involved in the performing arts may have
observed time delays in a large auditorium or other venue.
The time difference between seeing lightning and hearing thunder is
due to the fact that sound travels much more slowly than light does.
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3. Discuss the time difference between seeing lightning and hearing thunder.
Ask students what they have observed or heard about the time difference
between lightning and thunder. They may be familiar with a rule of thumb
that says that if you can count to five between the lightning and thunder, the
lightning is a mile away. Ask students if they think this is true.
4. Brainstorm how students might measure the speed of sound.
Ask students for their ideas about how they might test the rule of thumb about
lightning and thunder. Let students know that, for now, the class is not going to
critique or reject any ideas. Building on others’ ideas is encouraged. Write down
all the ideas.

Teacher’s Notes:
Scaffolding Students’ Development of a Procedure to Measure Sound
The following hints can be used to scaffold students’ development of a
procedure like the one in Handout 9: Measuring the Speed of Sound:
•
•
•
•

Measuring the speed of any sound, not just thunder, would help
them answer this question.
They can take their measurement outdoors.
There are ways to measure the speed of sound that require no
high-tech equipment, just a stopwatch and a tape measure.
Ask students what they know about echoes and whether they can
think of a way to use echoes to measure the speed of sound.

Note: If you have LabPro, ULI (Universal Lab Interface), or other
microcomputer-based lab equipment available, you may wish to have
students use a procedure to measure the speed of sound that takes
advantage of these resources. See Additional Resources for Teachers.
5. Have students carry out the procedure and collect data.
Distribute Handout 9: Measuring the Speed of Sound.
Note: If students come up with workable ideas that you have the
necessary equipment for, you can have them carry out these procedures;
if not, they can use the procedure outlined in Handout 9.
Regardless of the procedure being used, students will need copies of
Handout 9 so they can answer the questions in the Analysis section.
If students will use the procedure in Handout 9 or something similar to it, take
the class outside so students can collect their data. (The procedure cannot be
carried out indoors, because the sound will reflect off too many surfaces.)
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If you have a large enough area of wall space, each team of students can carry
out the procedure described in Handout 9—producing the sounds, measuring
the times, and measuring the distances. If you have only a small area in which to
work, you may want to produce the sounds yourself, but have each team collect
its own data about time and distance.
6. Have students analyze their data and share results.
Return to the classroom. Have student teams calculate the speed of sound based
on their measurements and answer the questions in the Analysis section of the
handout. Have each team post its result for the speed of sound on the board or
chart paper.
Note: For purposes of comparison, the actual speed of sound in dry air at
20°C (68°F) is 343 meters per second (1,125 ft/s).
Ask students to share their proposed rule for calculating the distance to a
lightning strike.
Note: Handout 9 provides a useful opportunity for formative assessment.
7. Show the slide presentation “How Sound Travels Through Different Media.”
•

Show Slide 1: A tin can telephone.
Ask students to think about this question:
•

•

Why do tin can telephones work?

Show Slide 2: Ball and spring model.
Explain that the speed of sound depends on two properties of the
medium it travels through. These two properties can be illustrated using
a ball and spring model.
•
•

The mass of the balls represents the density of the medium.
The stiffness of the springs represents the elasticity of the medium.

Note: Explain to students that the elasticity has a different meaning in
physics than they might expect given how the word is commonly used.
A material is said to have a high elastic modulus if it is stiff and returns
quickly to its original shape after being stretched or squeezed.
Ask students to imagine pushing the first ball in the model and to think
about how long it takes that motion to reach the other end.
•

What effect does the mass of the balls have on the speed of the
motion?
Answer: The larger the mass, the slower the pulse.
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•

What effect does the stiffness of the springs have on the speed of
the motion?
Answer: The stiffer the spring, the faster the pulse.

•

Based on the effects of mass and stiffness, what effect would you
predict density and elasticity have on the speed of sound?
Answer: Increased density results in a slower speed of sound.
Increased elasticity results in a faster speed of sound.

•

Show Slide 3: Speed of sound chart
Explain that the factors of density and elasticity often work against
each other. For example, water is denser than air, which would decrease
the speed of sound, but it is much more elastic, which increases it. The
overall result is that the speed of sound is faster in water than in air.

•

Show Slide 4: A tin can telephone.
Ask students:
•

Why do tin can telephones work?
Answer: The telephone string is denser than air, but much, much
more elastic than air. So the speed of sound through the tin can
telephone is faster than the speed of sound in air.

•

Why does the tin can telephone work better when the string is
stretched tighter?
Answer: A taut string is more elastic (stiffer) than a loose string.
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 9:

Measuring the Speed of Sound
In this activity, you will measure how fast sound travels in air.
Note: This procedure cannot be carried out indoors because the sound will reflect off too
many surfaces.

Materials
•
•
•

Two wooden blocks
Tape measure
Stopwatch

Procedure
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Give one team member the wooden blocks (the “Clapper”), one the tape measure (the “Measurer”),
and one the stopwatch (the “Timer”). Have the Clapper stand about 10 meters away from a large
vertical wall.
Have the Clapper clap the blocks together quickly and loudly. If you don’t hear an echo, have the
Clapper take a large step away from the wall and clap the blocks again. The Clapper should continue
to step away from the wall and clap the blocks until you all hear an echo that is easily distinguished
from the original sound.
Have the Timer stand next to the Clapper, at the same distance from the wall. Have the Clapper clap
the blocks again. The Timer should then measure the time from the original sound until the echo.
Have the Measurer measure the distance from the blocks to the wall.
Repeat steps 3 and 4 a few times. You can have the Clapper stand in the same spot or you can take a
measurement from farther away if the echo can be clearly heard.
As a team, calculate the speed of sound using the following formula:

speed =

distance
time

Data
Trial

Time

Distance
from Wall

Total Distance
Traveled by Sound

Speed
of Sound

1
2
3
Average
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Analysis
Based on the value you calculated for the speed of sound, is the following a good rule?
If you can count to 5 from the time you see the lightning to the time you hear the thunder,
the lightning strike was a mile away. [One mile equals 1,609.3 meters.]
If so, why? If not, what rule would you suggest and why?
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Activity 2C: Making Waves
Students use Slinkys to explore the properties of mechanical waves. They create
both longitudinal and transverse waves and observe various wave properties
and behaviors, including wavelength, frequency, reflection, and interference.
They record their observations, using drawings and verbal descriptions. Students
also learn how to use the equation that quantifies the relationship between
frequency, wavelength, and wave speed.

Understandings
•
•
•
•

A wave is a disturbance that carries energy, but not matter, from one
place to another.
In a transverse wave, the matter in the medium oscillates at right angles
to the direction that the wave travels.
In a longitudinal wave, the matter in the medium oscillates in the same
direction that the wave travels.
A standing wave arrives from intereference between a wave and a
reflected wave.

Materials
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Handout 10: Waves on a Slinky
Materials for the investigations (for each team of 3 to 4 students):
• Original Slinky or other metal coil expansion spring
• Optional: Monofilament (such as fishing line)
• Other Slinky, such as Slinky Jr. or plastic Slinky
• Masking tape
Students’ copies of Handout 4
Students’ notes and illustrations from Handout 7
Handout 11: Wavelength, Frequency, and Speed
Computer with projector and Web access
Animations of superposition and standing waves (see Media &
Resources)
Note: Ideally, Activity 2C will be conducted during an extended lab
period, but it can be split across two separate class periods if needed.
If your extended lab period is long enough, you may want to have
students investigate waves in another medium, such as rope or elastic
strings. (See Additional Resources for Teachers for some options.) If so,
you can minimize the amount of supplies needed by setting up enough
stations for each activity for half the student teams; halfway through the
lab period, have teams at the Slinky stations move to the other activity
stations and vice versa.
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1. Introduce the activity.
Ask students:
•

How can we learn more about sound waves when we can’t see them?

Explain that one way to do this is to study similar phenomena that can be seen.
In this activity, students will investigate waves using a Slinky. Explain that these
investigations will help them do several things:
•
•
•

Observe, in a different context, some of the same behaviors as the water
waves.
See some additional wave properties that are hard to see in the water
waves.
Compare waves on the Slinky to the vibrations of the speaker cone from
the “dissection.”

The Slinky waves have much in common with sound waves. After completing
the investigation, students will compare these waves with the waves shown in
Handout 4.
2. Demonstrate how to generate waves.
Show students how to generate two different kinds of waves on the Slinky. Have
a student hold one end of the Slinky while you hold the other.
•
•

To create a transverse wave, give one end of the Slinky a quick jerk to
the left or right, and then return the end to its starting point.
To create a longitudinal wave, hold the end of the Slinky with one hand,
grab several coils with your other hand, pull them toward you, and then
release them.

3. Have students perform the investigations.
Distribute Handout 10: Waves on a Slinky. Have students work in teams of three
to four students to complete the investigations.
4. Discuss observations and introduce scientific terms.
Draw an unlabeled sine wave on the board. Go through each question on
Handout 10. As students share their observations, review the scientific terms they
learned in Activity 2A and introduce new terms as necessary. When discussing
the net movement of a single coil of the Slinky, explain that this demonstrates
that waves do not transmit matter, only energy.
Terms to review:
•
•
•

amplitude, crest, and trough
frequency and wavelength
reflection and interference
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Terms to introduce:
•
•
•
•

traveling waves
standing waves
anti-nodes
nodes

When discussing standing waves, explain how they result from superposition
of a wave and a reflected wave. Use one of the animations listed in Media &
Resources to illustrate superposition and standing waves in more detail.
5. Connect the behavior of the observed waves to the speaker dissection.
Ask students to apply what they learned in the speaker dissection to the waves
they created today and in Activity 2A. In what ways are the waves they created—
the longitudinal waves on the Slinky, the transverse waves on the Slinky, and the
water waves—similar to sound waves? In what ways are they different? You may
want to have students look at Handouts 4 and 7, and then pose the following
questions for them to consider:
•

In which waves did they see regions of compression and rarefaction?
Answer: The longitudinal waves on the Slinky.

•

In which waves was the force students applied most similar to the inand-out motion of the speaker cone?
Answer: The longitudinal waves on the Slinky.

•

In which waves did the wavefronts spread out in all directions from the
source?
Answer: The water waves.

6. Introduce the wave equation.
Distribute Handout 11: Wavelength, Frequency, and Speed. If time permits, you
can take your students through the chain of reasoning described in the handout.
Otherwise, have students read the handout on their own during class time or for
homework.
7. Prepare for Activity 3A.
In the next activity, students will use sound editing software to listen to and look
at recorded sound waves.
•

•

If you will have microphones available during the next activity, tell
students that if they play a musical instrument, they can bring it the next
time the class meets.
If the computer lab you will use for the next activity does not have
enough headphones for all students, ask students to bring headphones
or earbuds. Earbuds are especially helpful if each computer has only
has one audio output jack, because two students can share a single pair
of earbuds (one earbud in one student’s ear and the other earbud in
another student’s ear).
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 10:

Waves on a Slinky®
How can you learn more about sound waves when you can’t see them? One way is to study similar
phenomena that you can see. In this investigation, you will create and observe waves in a Slinky® and
record your observations in words and sketches.

Materials
•
•
•
•

Original Slinky
Optional: Monofilament (such as fishing line)
Other Slinky, such as Slinky Jr. or plastic Slinky
Masking tape

Background Information
In this investigation, you will create two types of waves in the Slinky®, called transverse waves and
longitudinal waves.
Transverse Waves

To create a transverse wave, give one end of the
Slinky a quick jerk to the left or right, and then
return the end to its starting point.

Longitudinal Waves
To create a longitudinal wave, hold the end of
the Slinky with one hand, grab several coils with
your other hand, pull them toward you, and then
release them.

To observe some of the wave properties, you may need to change the amount of tension in the Slinky—
the more you stretch it, the greater the tension. However, be careful not to stretch the Slinky so far that
it will not return to its original shape.
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Procedure
For most of the steps in this procedure, you will create both transverse and longitudinal waves. Be sure to
draw and describe your observations for both types of waves.
1. Set up the Slinky.
Option A: Lay the Slinky on the floor and stretch it out to a length of several feet. Have two team
members hold the Slinky in this position, one at each end. A third team member should stand where he
or she has a good view of the whole Slinky.
Option B (for longitudinal waves only): Thread a piece of monofilament through the center of the Slinky,
and tie each end of the monofilament to a fixed object so that the middle of the Slinky does not sag.
(There is less friction between the Slinky and the monofilament than there is between the Slinky and
the floor, which makes it easier to observe some wave properties.) Stretch the Slinky out to a length of
several feet. Have two team members hold the Slinky in this position, one at each end. A third team
member should stand where he or she has a good view of the whole Slinky.
2. Make pulses.
A. Hold one end of the Slinky fixed and use a single jerk or pull to send a disturbance along the Slinky.
This non-repeating disturbance is called a pulse. Draw and describe what you see for both the
transverse pulse and the longitudinal pulse.
B.

Send another pulse down the Slinky, making sure that the pulse has enough energy to reach the
other end. For both the transverse and the longitudinal pulses, describe what happens when the
pulse reaches the end of the Slinky.

C.

Send two pulses down the Slinky at the same time, one from each end. Draw and describe what
happens for both the transverse and longitudinal pulses.

D. What affects the speed at which the pulse travels along the Slinky? Here are some factors to test:
• The size of the pulse
• The surface on which the Slinky rests (bare floor, carpet, monofilament)
• The size or material of the Slinky (Compare an original Slinky to a Slinky Jr. or plastic Slinky)
• The tension in the Slinky (determined by how much the Slinky is stretched)
E.

How much and in what direction does a single coil of the Slinky move as the pulse travels? (To make
this easier to see, mark one coil and the table or floor directly beneath that coil with small pieces of
masking tape.)
• How does the movement vary based on the size of the jerk or pull you use to get the pulse
started?
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3. Make periodic waves.
Using repeated motions to send pulses along the Slinky at regular intervals produces a periodic wave.
A. Generate a periodic wave by jerking or pulling the Slinky at a frequency of once per second. Draw
and describe what you see for both transverse and longitudinal waves.
B.

Try to produce the following patterns in the Slinky:

Notice that in the first pattern, the Slinky is almost motionless at two points; in the second pattern,
the Slinky is almost motionless at three points. Can you create a pattern in which the Slinky is
motionless at four points? Draw this pattern.
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 11:

Wavelength, Frequency, and Speed
Wavelength and frequency are related to each other and to wave speed according to this equation:

v=fλ

where v is the speed of the wave, f is the frequency, and λ (lambda) is the wavelength.
To see where this equation comes from, think of a wave as a train with many cars.

Imagine that you are watching this train go by and you want to know its speed. One way to find out is to
measure the distance between two points on the track and then time how long it takes for any one part
of the train to get from the first point to the second point. You can then calculate the speed using this
equation:

speed =

distance
time

That’s the same equation you used in Activity 2B to calculate the speed of sound.
But there’s also another way to calculate the speed of that train. If you know the length of the train cars,
you can count how many cars pass by in a given unit of time. The train speed can then be calculated like
this:
speed = number of train cars passing by per second × length of a train car
The speed of a wave can be calculated in the same way:
speed = number of waves passing by per second × length of a wave
Since the number of waves passing by per second is the frequency, f, and the length of a wave is the
wavelength, λ, this gives us the wave equation:

v=fλ
In general, the frequency of a wave is set by the vibrating object, such as the speaker cone that sets
a sound wave in motion or the hand that shakes the Slinky. The speed of the wave is determined by
the medium, such as air or water, that the wave is traveling through. This means that the wavelength
depends on both frequency and speed.
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Part 3: Acoustics in Action
Students use sound editing software and their knowledge of sound waves to
create a sound effect. They apply what they have learned in this unit by writing
an article for a classwide Acoustipedia.

Length
3 50-minute sessions

Note: Students may need additional time outside of the two-week unit
to complete the written portions of the assessments as homework or in
class.

Advance Preparation
•

For Activity 3A:
• Reserve a computer lab and install sound editing software on the
computers. (See Media & Resources for a link to the recommended
software.)
Note: Media & Resources includes links to instructions on how
to perform common sound editing tasks using Audacity, a free,
downloadable sound editing program. If your school has already
installed a different sound editing program in its computer lab, you
should test that program in advance to find out how to do the tasks in
Activity 3A. You may want to ask the computer or audio teacher for a
quick demonstration.
•

•

Download the file of sound samples to each computer that students
will use, and unzip the file.
• Download the slide presentation “Graphing Sound”
(See Media & Resources for a link.)
• If microphones are available in the computer lab, invite students to
bring musical instruments to class.
• If the computer lab does not have enough headphones for all your
students, ask your students to bring headphones or earbuds to class.
For Activity 3B, download Handout 16: Acoustipedia Topics (see Media &
Resources). The handout includes recommended Web sites for students
to use in their research and is available online so that the Web sites are
current. You can either make a copy of Handout 16 for each student or
cut a single copy of the handout into strips, with one topic per strip.
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Activity 3A: Sound Editing Software
Students use sound editing software to “see” invisible sound waves by
representing these waves as graphs of sound pressure level.

Sequence
3A.1:
Seeing Sound Waves

Students use sound editing software to
explore the relationship between a wave’s
properties and how the wave sounds.

3A.2:
A Sound of Your Own

Students create a sound effect for a media
and digital design project by using a sound
editing program to manipulate waveforms.
They write a concise explanation, in scientific
terms, of how they manipulated wave
properties to produce this effect.

Understandings
•
•
•
•

Sound waves can be represented as graphs of sound pressure levels over
time.
Humans perceive a change in the frequency of a sound wave as a change
in pitch.
Humans perceive a change in the amplitude of a sound wave as a
change in volume.
Sound effects can be created by editing the graph of a sound wave.

Materials Needed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computer with projector, Internet access, and speakers
Slide presentation, “Graphing Sound” (see Advance Preparation)
Handout 12: Seeing Sound Waves
Computer with sound editing software (1 per pair of students)
Sample sound files (see Media & Resources)
Optional: Tuning fork (1 per pair of students, if possible)
Optional: Musical instruments brought to class by students
Optional: Microphone (1 per pair of students, if possible)
Earbuds or headphones (1 per student or pair of students)
Handout 13: A Sound of Your Own
Assessment Checklist 1: A Sound of Your Own
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3A.1: Seeing Sound Waves
1. Describe the activity.
Tell students that they will listen to various sound samples, both pre-recorded
samples provided with this curriculum unit and sounds that they produce and
record themselves. Explain that the sound editing software enables students
to “see” invisible sound waves by representing these waves as graphs of sound
pressure vs. time. The purpose of this activity is to show how scientific properties
of waves, such as frequency and amplitude, relate to the characteristics of sound
that we hear, such as pitch and volume. The activity will also reinforce what
students have learned about wave interference.
2. Explain how sound editing software represents sound waves as transverse
waves.
Display the first slide from “Graphing Sound.” Explain that drawing sound waves
by using dots or shading to represent compression and rarefaction of molecules
is imprecise and impractical. Show the second slide, and explain that a more
convenient method is to represent sound waves as a graph of sound pressure
level, which is what sound editing programs do.
Advance to the next slide. Click on the link to launch the Web page, and scroll
down to the animation. Tell students that the sound pressure level (SPL) is the
change in the local air pressure due to the transmission of a sound wave. Regions
of the wave where the molecules are close together, which are high pressure,
are peaks on an SPL graph. Rarefactions, which are regions of low pressure, are
troughs on the graph.
Point out that when sound waves are represented this way, the graph looks like
a transverse wave, but sound is still a longitudinal wave.
3. Demonstrate how to use the sound editing software.
Spend a few minutes showing students how to perform the following tasks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open a sound project and play it.
Copy a track or part of a track.
Change the scale of the horizontal axis so that the individual crests and
troughs of the sound wave are visible.
Change the scale of the vertical axis to make the wave amplitudes easier
to see.
Compare two waves side by side.
Record sounds.
View the plot of the frequency spectrum.
Note: As students view the plot, point out the peaks representing the
harmonics.

•

Modify a wave envelope.
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4. Distribute Handout 12: Seeing Sound Waves and have students complete the
activities.
Have students work in pairs to complete the activities listed in the handout. If
there is not a microphone available at each computer, have some pairs start with
the activities that require a microphone while the remaining pairs start with the
other activities.
5. Discuss students’ results and observations.
Ask a few students to share their observations for each task listed in Handout 12.
Building on their observations, bring out the following points:
•
•

•

•
•

All the sounds we hear can be represented as waves or as combinations
of waves.
Musical sounds are composed of periodic waves, which are waves with a
repeating pattern of crests and troughs. The less musical a sound is, the
less regularity will be seen in the graphs of the sound pressure level.
A single musical note consists of sound waves of many different
frequencies:
• The lowest of these frequencies is called the fundamental frequency.
• Other frequencies that are multiples of the fundamental frequency
are called harmonics.
• Other frequencies that are not multiples of the fundamental
frequency are called partials.
At a given frequency, the ear perceives an increase in amplitude as an
increase in volume.
Musical notes of the same pitch sound different when played on
different musical instruments or sung by different people.
• These differences can be seen by looking at graphs of sound waves
and at plots of the frequency spectrum.
• Musical notes of the same pitch from different instruments will have
the same fundamental frequency, but different partials and
harmonics.
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 12:

Seeing Sound Waves
How do scientific properties of waves, such as frequency and amplitude, relate to the properties of sound
that you can hear, such as pitch, volume, and the difference between two instruments or voices? In this
activity, you will answer this question by using sound editing software to “look” at the sound waves that
make up speech, music, and sound effects.

Background
Sound editing programs show sound waves as a graph of sound pressure level (SPL).
The SPL is the change in the local air pressure due to the transmission of a sound wave. Regions of the
wave where the molecules are close together, which are high pressure, are peaks on an SPL graph.
Rarefactions, which are regions of low pressure, are troughs on an SPL graph.

Pressure

Notice that when sound waves are represented this way, the graph looks like a transverse wave.

Time

Materials
•
•
•
•

Computer with sound editing software and sample sound files
Optional: Microphone (can be shared among several teams of students)
Tuning fork(s) (can be shared among several teams of students)
Optional: Musical instrument(s)
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Procedure
After completing step 1, you can do the other steps in any order. (It may be necessary for teams to work
on different steps at the same time, if there aren’t enough tuning forks and microphones available for
each team to have its own.)
1. The basics
Open one of the sample sound files and familiarize yourself with the sound editing software by trying
the following:
•
•

Play the sound.
Modify your view of the sound:
• Zoom in closer to see more detail.
• Stretch or shrink the vertical axis.
• Use the scroll bars at the bottom and side to look at different parts of the file.

After making each change to your view of the sound, play the sound again to confirm that you are not
changing the sound itself, just the way it looks on the screen.
•
•
•
•

Connect a microphone to the computer. Record a musical tone and play it back. You can use a
musical instrument, a tuning fork, or your voice to produce the note.
Create a track using the sound editing program’s built-in tone generator.
Turn different tracks on and off.
View the plot of the frequency spectrum.

2. Comparing different instruments
• Open one of the sample sound files from a musical instrument (e.g., Oboe_Middle_C.wav or
Violin_Middle_A.wave).
• If you have a microphone and a musical instrument available, record the instrument playing the
same pitch as the sample sound file. Otherwise, open another sample sound file of a different
instrument playing the same note.
• Use the tone generator to create another sample at the same pitch.
• Zoom in on the graphs until you can see the wave crests and troughs. What similarities do you
see among the graphs? What’s different?
• Plot the frequency spectrum for each sound. What similarities and differences do you observe?
• For each sound, at what frequency do you see the highest peak? What other peaks do you
see? Record your observations in the table below. If time permits, look at recordings of other
instruments as well.
Pitch (look at the
same pitch for each
instrument)

Musical instrument
(e.g., oboe, violin)

Frequency of highest
peak
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3. Comparing different pitches
If you have a musical instrument available, record it playing two different notes. Otherwise, open two sound
files of the same instrument playing different notes (e.g., Oboe_Middle_C.wav and Oboe_High_A.wav).
Musical instrument
(Observe the same
instrument at
different pitches)

Pitch (e.g., middle
A, high C)

Fundamental
frequency (lowest
frequency at
which there is a
peak)

Frequency of
tallest peak

Other peaks

4. Changing amplitude
Use the sound editing program’s envelope tool to alter the amplitude of a sound sample. Try altering
the amplitude of the whole track, then try altering the amplitude for parts of the track but not others.
Play the sound each time you make a change to the envelope. Describe the changes you made to the
envelope and the resulting changes in the sound:
Change made

Differences heard

5. Sound effects
Open some of the sample sound effects. If a microphone is available, you can also record some sound
effects of your own. Look at the graphs of the sound pressure levels for these sound effects. How do they
differ from the graphs of the musical notes?
6. Speech
Record yourself and your partner saying the same word or sound. (If a microphone is not available,
use the speech samples provided with the sample sound files.) Describe the similarities and differences
between the graphs of the resulting sound waves.
How do you think people are able to recognize a person’s voice without seeing who’s speaking?
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3A.2: A Sound of Your Own
1. Describe the assignment.
Tell students that all kinds of sounds—not just words—can be part of telling a
story. Explain that sound editing programs can enhance storytelling by making it
possible to create sounds that would otherwise not exist. Distribute Handout 13:
A Sound of Your Own and Asseessment Checklist 1: A Sound of Your Own. Tell
students that for this assignment they will use sound editing software to create
something for a media or digital design project. Their final product will consist
of two parts: a sound file and a short written explanation of how they created
that sound.
2. Show students additional features of the sound editing program.
Briefly demonstrate how to do the following:
•
•
•
•

Add multiple tracks to a single file.
Remove sound data that fall outside a chosen amplitude or frequency
range.
Apply special effects built into the program.
Save their work and export it to the format in which you want them to
submit their final product.

3. Have students create their sounds and written explanations.
Give students class time to complete their sound files.
You can either have students use class time to write their explanations or assign
this as homework. Ask them to complete the Student Comments on Assessment
Checklist 1 and submit the checklist with their sound files.
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Handout 13:

A Sound of Your Own
Sound editing software is a powerful tool that makes it possible for you to create sounds that don’t occur
in the real world.
Think about a media project you are familiar with—your favorite movie or video game, an audio story
or animation created for another class, or something else, whether real or imagined. Could the fantasy
world of the game seem more authentic with the addition of some otherworldly sound effects? Would
your animated character sound more believable if his voice didn’t sound just like yours (because it is
yours!)?
1.

Use the sound editing software to create a sound effect—something unique that you couldn’t have
created purely by recording sound.
• Your starting point could be material you have already recorded, sounds you record now, public
domain sound files you find on the Web, or tones generated entirely from within the sound
editing software.
• Manipulate the sound any way you choose—modify the wave envelope, invert or reverse the
waves, add harmonics, change frequencies, or do something else the program makes it possible
for you to do. You can also use the software to clear up problems in a recorded sound, such as
background noise or popping and clicking sounds.

2.

Write a short explanation (75–125 words) of the entire process you used to create the sound.
Describe the sounds you started with, how you transformed them, what effect you were hoping to
achieve, and the context in which the sound would be used.
In your description, make sure to incorporate the relevant wave vocabulary you’ve learned in this
unit, for example:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

amplitude
frequency
frequency spectrum
harmonics
interference
wavelength
wave envelope
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT

Assessment Checklist 1:

A Sound of Your Own

Requirements

Percentage of
Total Grade

Sound

Student Comments

File is in the correct format
and is playable.

25%

Sound produced takes
advantage of the sound
editing software’s capability.

30%

Comments
Teacher Comments

Written Explanation
Explains the editing process
using appropriate scientific
vocabulary.

30%

Describes the context in
which the sound will be used
and the effect the student
was trying to achieve.

15%

Total

100%
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Activity 3B: The Science of Sound
Students write short articles, with labeled illustrations, on topics related to sound
waves. These are combined into a mini-encyclopedia, the Acoustipedia, which
all students in the class can refer to when they are working on media and digital
design projects.

Teacher’s Notes: Assembling the Acoustipedia
There are a number of ways that you might ask students to submit
their articles. If you choose to have students turn in print copies of
their articles and you don’t plan to retype them, you may want to
give them some formatting guidelines so that all the articles will be in
the same font and the pages will have consistent margins. However,
putting the mini-encyclopedia together will be easier if students can
submit their work electronically, for example, by e-mailing the articles
to you or placing them on a file server. Alternatively, you could have
students create a wiki, an easily edited collaborative Web site. (See
Media & Resources for information on setting up a wiki.)

Understandings
•

Understanding the science of sound can help you create better audio
soundtracks for media and digital design projects.

Materials Needed
•
•
•
•
•

Handout 14: Explaining Sound with Science
Assessment Checklist 2: Acoustipedia Article
Handout 15: Drawing Sound
Handout 16: Acoustipedia Topics (see Advance Preparation)
Computers with Internet access (1 per student)
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1. Describe the Acoustipedia article assignment.
Distribute Handout 14: Explaining Sound with Science, Assessment Checklist 2:
Acoustipedia Article, and Handout 15: Drawing Sound. Tell students that they
will write articles on topics in acoustics, to combine into an Acoustipedia that
they can refer to when working on media and digital design projects. Tell them
what format the article needs to be submitted in and answer any questions they
have about the assignment.
Note: The length limit, which is appropriate for this assignment,
challenges students to clarify and focus their ideas, rather than simply
throw in everything that might be related.
2. Assign topics.
Assign each student one of the topics from Handout 16: Acoustipedia Topics.
Be sure to assign topics in the order they are listed, i.e., in order of importance
rather than alphabetical; this way, if there are more topics than students, the
most important topics will be covered.
3. Have students research and write drafts of their articles.
During this session, students should conduct research and take notes. They can
write their first drafts for homework or during the next session.
4. Have students share their drafts with a partner.
Have students meet in pairs to read the draft of their partner’s article and
provide feedback, using the following sentence prompts:
•
•
•

Based on what I read in your draft, I would explain your topic in my own
words by saying . . .
One aspect of the topic that is not completely clear to me is . . .
The illustration helped me understand (or did not help me understand)
the topic because it . . .

Remind students that these prompts are also included in Handout 14.
5. Have students complete their articles.
Depending on the amount of time you have available and your students’ access
to computers, give students class time to complete their articles or assign them
to do so for homework. Students should then complete the Student Comments
portion of Assessment Checklist 2 and submit the checklist with their articles.
If time permits (an additional session would likely be required), you may want to
do either or both of the following:
•
•

Have the students share with their classmates some reflections on the
process of writing the article and receiving feedback from a peer.
Have students present their articles and answer questions.
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 14:

Explaining Sound with Science
So that what you’ve learned so far will be available for you to draw on during media and digital
design projects, the class is going to create an Acoustipedia explaining the science behind a number of
important audio terms and concepts. Each student will write one article for the Acoustipedia.
1. Read the requirements for the project.
Carefully read the requirements listed on the next page of this handout. Look at Assessment Checklist 2:
Acoustipedia Article to see how your work will be assessed.
2. Do your research.
Your teacher will direct you to one or more online resources to help you get started. You can also use
books and other Web sites—and you might see if your physics textbook has anything to say about your
topic. As you take notes for your article, be sure to keep track of the source of each piece of information.
3. Write a draft.
Decide what information from your notes to include in the article and in what order to present it. Write
a detailed outline that includes all the information you plan to include. Then write a first draft.
4. Sketch your illustration(s).
Look at the examples on Handout 15: Drawing Sound. Choose the method or methods that work best for
your topic and sketch and label a rough draft of your illustration(s).
5. Pair and share.
Pair up with another student to read each other’s drafts and look at each other’s illustrations. Give your
partner feedback, using the following sentence starters:
•
•
•

Based on what I read in your draft, I would explain your topic in my own words by saying . . .
One aspect of the topic that is not completely clear to me is . . .
The illustration helped me understand (or did not help me understand) the topic because it . . .

6. Finish your article.
Revise your article and illustration(s) based on the feedback you received and submit it in the format
required by your teacher.
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Requirements for Your Acoustipedia Article
•

•

•
•
•

Explain your topic in terms of what you learned in this unit. Use at least one of the following
words correctly and in a way that will help your readers understand the topic of your article:
amplitude, diffraction, frequency, interference, reflection, standing wave, or wavelength.
Include at least one labeled illustration of sound waves that helps explain your topic. Consult
Handout 15: Drawing Sound for some examples of different ways that sound waves can be
visually represented.
Make sure that your article doesn’t go over or under the word limit. Your article must be
between 150 and 200 words, excluding text that is part of your illustration.
Explain everything in your own words. Refer to online or print resources to help you understand
your topic, but do not put direct quotes from these sources in your article.
Consult at least three sources. Be sure to list all of your sources at the end of your article.
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT

Assessment Checklist 2:

Acoustipedia Article

Requirements

Percentage of
Total Grade
Student Comments

Text of article accurately
explains the assigned topic in
the student’s own words.

25%

Article explains the topic in
terms of material studied
in this unit and uses at least
one of the following terms
correctly and appropriately:
amplitude, diffraction,
frequency, interference,
reflection, standing wave,
wavelength.

20%

Article is between 150 and
200 words.

10%

An appropriate, labeled
illustration supports the text.

30%

At least three sources were
consulted and are cited.

15%

Total

100%
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Handout 15:

Drawing Sound
For your Acoustipedia article, you will need to draw diagrams that show properties of sound waves.
Waves can be represented in many different ways, and different methods work better than others for
illustrating different properties and behaviors. As you plan what you will write and draw for your article,
think about which method shown below will best communicate your ideas.

Wave Fronts
Some wave properties and behaviors, such as diffraction, are best illustrated with a drawing of the wave
fronts. Wave fronts are lines, curved or straight, that show the positions of the crests of the wave.

Diffraction

Sound Pressure Graphs
When comparing amplitudes and frequencies, a graph of sound pressure over time is a good method to
use. You worked with this type of graph in the sound editing program.

Quieter

Louder

Deeper Pitch
Higher Pitch
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STUDENT HANDOUT: TEACHER’S COPY

Rays
Representing waves as rays—line segments with arrows to show the direction of travel—is the clearest
way to show some wave behaviors, such as reflection.

Reflection

Refraction

Frequency Spectra
When comparing the timbres of two musical instruments, a graph showing the amplitude of each
frequency clearly illustrates the harmonics and overtones.

1.0

1.0
0.75

Clarinet
Relative
Amplitude

Relative
Amplitude

0.75

0.5
0.25

0.0

Violin

0.5
0.25

0

1000

2000

3000
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Appendix A:
Sources for Speakers
Computer speakers, home theater system speakers, and stereo speakers are
suitable for dissection in Activity 1B. Boomboxes and electronic toys may also
contain speakers that can be removed and dissected.
Speakers, and devices containing speakers, are often thrown away. If you begin
collecting speakers a few months in advance, you should have no problem
acquiring enough for the whole class. Some good sources:
•

•

•
•

Craigslist (www.craigslist.com): Click on the link for your city or state.
In the “for sale” section, click on “free.” Search for “speaker” or scroll
through the list of ads to look for items that may include speakers even
though speakers are not specifically mentioned in the ad.
Freecycle (www.freecycle.org): Search for a Freecycle mailing list in your
area. Join the mailing list and post a “Wanted” ad. Read “Offer” posts
to look for speakers and speaker-containing devices that are being given
away.
School or district IT department: Ask the IT department to contact you if
they are throwing away any speakers.
Your students: Ask them to bring in any speaker-containing devices their
households are planning to throw away.
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Materials Needed
Throughout the Unit
•
•

Computer with projector and Internet access
Chart paper and markers, or board and writing implements, for
recording student responses and displaying information

Part 1: What Is Sound?
Supplies and Equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tuning fork
Bowl of water
Optional: Materials for any demonstration(s) you will perform
Speakers to connect to the computer with projector and Internet access
Optional: Functioning speaker
Materials for dissecting speakers:
• Safety goggles (1 pair per student)
• Small screwdrivers in a variety of sizes (several per team)
• Scissors (1 pair per team)
• Craft knife or utility knife (1 per team)
• Wire cutters/strippers (1 per team)
• Alligator clip cables (2 per team)
• 9-volt battery (1 per team)
• Voltmeter, ammeter, or multimeter (1 per team)

Handouts
•
•
•
•
•

Handout 1: Sounds All Around
Handout 2: Unit Overview
Handout 3: Anatomy of a Speaker
Handout 4: From There to Ear
Handout 5: Playing the Eardrum

Media Resources
•
•

Sounds All Around video clips (see Advance Preparation)
Optional: Sound as Touch audio clip, 4:39–6:53
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Advance Preparation
•

•

For Activity 1A:
• Preview the Sounds All Around video clips. (See Media & Resources
for links to the clips.)
• Test the tuning fork demonstration. Strike the tuning fork and insert
the prongs into the bowl of water. If water splashes are not easily
visible, try striking the tuning fork more forcefully. If the splashes are
still not visible, try a different tuning fork. Larger and higher-quality
tuning forks generally produce more splashing.
• Decide whether to replace any of the demonstrations in the video
(such as the bell in a vacuum jar) with a live demonstration or
whether to perform other sound demonstrations. Gather any
needed materials.
Preview the audio clip Sound as Touch from 4:39 until 6:53 (see Media
& Resources for a link to this clip). The clip describes how the vibrations
that carry sound set off a series of electrochemical reactions that
stimulate neural pathways linked to emotion and memory. Decide
whether you want to play the clip for your students, and if so, whether
to play it at the end of Activity 1A, or during the discussion of how
sound is perceived in Activity 1B. Note that if any of your students have
taken or are enrolled in Foundations in Media and Digital Design, they
may have already heard this clip.

Part 2: Exploring Waves
Supplies and Equipment
•

•

•

Materials for the water waves investigations (for each team of 3 to 4
students):
• Ripple tank (such as an 8 x 8 clear Pyrex® baking dish)
• Pencil with eraser
• Blocks of various sizes, small enough to fit in the ripple tank
Materials for the procedure on Handout 9:
• 2 wooden blocks (one set for the whole class as a demonstration or
one set per team of 3 to 4 students if teams will work separately)
• Stopwatch (1 per team)
• Tape measure (1 per team—see Advance Preparation)
Materials for the Slinky investigations (for each team of 3 to 4 students):
• Original Slinky or other metal coil expansion spring
• Optional: Monofilament (such as fishing line)
• Other Slinky, such as Slinky Jr. or plastic Slinky
• Masking tape
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Handouts
•
•
•
•
•
•

Handout 6: Where Does Sound Go?
Handout 7: Water Waves Exploration
Handout 8: Properties of Waves
Handout 9: Measuring the Speed of Sound
Handout 10: Waves on a Slinky
Handout 11: Wavelength, Frequency, and Speed

Items Students Need to Bring
•
•

Students’ completed copies of Handout 4 from Part 1
Students’ completed copies of Handout 1 from Part 1

Media Resources
•
•
•

Slide presentation “Where Does Sound Go?” (see Advance Preparation)
Slide presentation “How Sound Travels Through Different Media” (see
Advance Preparation)
Animations of superposition and standing waves (see Media &
Resources)

Advance Preparation
•
•

•

For Activity 2A, download the slide presentation “Where Does Sound
Go?” (See Media & Resources.)
For Activity 2B:
• Find a large vertical wall on the outside of your school building and
test the production of echoes required in order to complete
Handout 9: Measuring the Speed of Sound.
• Obtain blocks of wood to use for making a clapping sound.
• Procure 25–50-foot tape measures, which will make the
measurement process easier and faster.
• Download the slide presentation “How Sound Travels Through
Different Media.” (See Media & Resources.)
For Activity 2C, preview the animations of superposition and standing
waves and choose which one(s) to show your students. (See Media &
Resources.)

Part 3: Acoustics in Action
Supplies and Equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computer with projector, Internet access, and speakers (for teacher use)
Computers with sound editing software (1 per pair of students)
Optional: Tuning fork (1 per pair of students, if possible)
Optional: Musical instruments brought to class by students
Optional: Microphone (1 per pair of students, if possible)
Earbuds or headphones (1 per student or pair of students)
Computer with Internet access (1 per student)
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Handouts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Handout 12: Seeing Sound Waves
Handout 13: A Sound of Your Own
Assessment Checklist 1: A Sound of Your Own
Handout 14: Explaining Sound with Science
Assessment Checklist 2: Acoustipedia Article
Handout 15: Drawing Sound
Handout 16: Acoustipedia Topics (see Advance Preparation)

Media Resources
•
•

Slide presentation “Graphing Sound” (see Advance Preparation)
Sample sound files (see Media & Resources)

Advance Preparation
•

For Activity 3A:
• Reserve a computer lab and install sound editing software on the
computers. (See Media & Resources for a link to the recommended
software.)
Note: Media & Resources includes links to instructions on how
to perform common sound editing tasks using Audacity, a free,
downloadable sound editing program. If your school has already
installed a different sound editing program in its computer lab, you
should test that program in advance to find out how to do the tasks in
Activity 3A. You may want to ask the computer or audio teacher for a
quick demonstration.
•

•

Download the file of sound samples to each computer that students
will use and unzip the file.
• Download the slide presentation “Graphing Sound”
(See Media & Resources for a link.)
• If microphones are available in the computer lab, invite students to
bring musical instruments to class.
• If the computer lab does not have enough headphones for all your
students, ask your students to bring headphones or earbuds to class.
For Activity 3B, download Handout 16: Acoustipedia Topics (see Media &
Resources). The handout includes recommended Web sites for students
to use in their research and is available online so that the Web sites are
current. You can either make a copy of Handout 16 for each student or
cut a single copy of the handout into strips, with one topic per strip.
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Media & Resources
These recommended Web sites have been checked for availability and for
advertising and other inappropriate content. However, because Web site policies
and content change frequently, we suggest that you preview the sites shortly
before using them.
Media & Resources are also available at http://dma.edc.org and at
http://dmamediaandresources.pbworks.com, a Wiki that allows users to
add and edit content.

Part 1: What Is Sound?
Activity 1A: Sounds All Around
Video Clips: Sounds All Around
This collection of video clips shows the sound phenomena listed in Handout 1:
Sounds All Around. For a list of links to the clips, go to the DMA Web site page
for Acoustics: The Science of Sound and click on Media & Resources for Part 1.
Audio Clip: Sound As Touch
You may want to play a portion of this audio clip (from 4:39 until 6:53), which
discusses how sound waves set off a series of electrochemical reactions that
stimulate neural pathways linked to emotion and memory.
www.wnyc.org/shows/radiolab/episodes/2006/04/21

Part 2: Exploring Waves
Activity 2A: Where Does Sound Go?
Slide Presentation: Where Does Sound Go?
Use this slide presentation to show students different ways to draw sound waves
on Handout 6: Where Does Sound Go? For a link to the slide presentation, go to
the DMA Web site page for Acoustics: The Science of Sound and click on Media &
Resources for Part 2.

Activity 2B: The Speed of Sound
Slide Presentation: How Sound Travels Through Different Media
This slide presentation discusses sound traveling through liquids and solids. For
a link to the slide presentation go to the DMA Web site page for Acoustics: The
Science of Sound and click on Media & Resources for Part 2.
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Activity 2C: Making Waves
Animations of Superposition and Standing Waves
Use one or more of these animations to show how superposition of reflected
waves can produce standing waves.
www.walter-fendt.de/ph14e/stwaverefl.htm
http://phet.colorado.edu/simulations/sims.php?sim=Wave_on_a_String
http://paws.kettering.edu/~drussell/Demos/superposition/superposition.
html
http://zonalandeducation.com/mstm/physics/waves/standingWaves/
standingWaveDiagrams1/StandingWaveDiagrams1.html

Part 3: Acoustics in Action
Activity 3A: Sound Editing Software
Slide Presentation: Graphing Sound
This presentation shows the relationship between the movement of molecules
in a sound wave and a plot of sound pressure levels. For a link to the slide
presentation, go to the DMA Web site page for Acoustics: The Science of Sound
and click on Media & Resources for Part 3.
Audacity Software
You can download this free sound editing software here:
audacity.sourceforge.net
Audacity Instructions
Quick Reference Guide
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/onlinehelp-1.2/contents.htm
Tutorials
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/manual-1.2/tutorials.html
Sample Sound Files
These sound files include samples of a variety of instruments playing different
pitches. They should be used in conjunction with Handout 12: Seeing Sound
Waves. For a link to the sound files, go to the DMA Web site page for Acoustics:
The Science of Sound and click on Media & Resources for Part 3.
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Activity 3B: The Science of Sound
HyperPhysics Web Site
The “Sound and Hearing” section of this Web site provides an overview of many
of the topics that students will research for their Acoustipedia articles. The
subsections on auditorium acoustics and sound reproduction are particularly
helpful, since they contain information unlikely to be found in a high school
physics textbook.
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/HFrame.html
Handout 16: Acoustipedia Topics
This handout lists one or more recommended Web sites for each topic. It is
available online in order to ensure that the recommended Web sites are current.
For a link to the handout, go to the DMA Web site page for Acoustics: The
Science of Sound and click on Media & Resources for Part 3.
How to Set Up a Wiki
If you decide to have your students create the Acoustipedia in the form of a wiki,
these sites provide free Web-based resources.
Using PBworks in Education
http://pbworks.com/content/edu+overview?utm_campaign=navtracking&utm_source=Home%20navigation
Wikidot in Education
http://www.wikidot.com/learnmore:education
Wikispaces for Educators
http://www.wikispaces.com/site/for/teachers
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Additional Resources for Teachers
Part 1: What Is Sound?
Activity 1B: Sound—From Production to Perception
How Speakers and Microphones Work
These sites provide additional information about different types of speakers and
microphones.
http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/speaker3.htm
www.mediacollege.com/audio/microphones/how-microphones-work.
html
http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/gadgets/audio-music/question3091.
htm

Part 2: Exploring Waves
Activity 2B: The Speed of Sound
Microcomputer-based Laboratories for Measuring the Speed
of Sound
This site includes instructions for LabPro and ULI microcomputer-based
laboratories for measuring the speed of sound.
www.science-house.org/teacher/empower/SpdSound.html

Activity 2C: Making Waves
Exploring Waves in Other Media
These sites include instructions or suggestions for demonstration and student
investigations of waves in other media.
Simulated waves on a string:
http://phet.colorado.edu/teacher_ideas/view-contribution.
php?contribution_id=131
Standing waves in a variety of media:
http://www.practicalphysics.org/go/Collection_21.
html;jsessionid=aCmf0TcdL-r4?topic_id=1&collection_id=21
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Standards
This unit was developed to meet the following standards.

California Academic Content Standards for Science,
Grades 9–12
Physics
4. Waves have characteristic properties that do not depend on the type of wave.
As a basis for understanding this concept:
a. Students know waves carry energy from one place to another.
b. Students know how to identify transverse and longitudinal waves in
mechanical media, such as springs and ropes, and on the earth (seismic
waves).
c. Students know how to solve problems involving wavelength,
frequency, and wave speed.
d. Students know sound is a longitudinal wave whose speed depends on
the properties of the medium in which it propagates.
f. Students know how to identify the characteristic properties of
waves: interference (beats), diffraction, refraction, Doppler effect, and
polarization.

Career and Technical Education AME Industry Sector
Foundation Standards
1.2 Science
Specific applications of Physics standards (grades nine through twelve):
(4.d) Students know sound is a longitudinal wave whose speed depends
on the properties of the medium in which it propagates.
(4.f) Students know how to identify the characteristic properties of
waves: interference (beats), diffraction, refraction, Doppler effect, and
polarization.
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